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Dear Mr. Tarbell,

Please read this grand, absolutely true message written by one of my friends.

The capture of Richmond and the Civil War - in the letter once published by Fulman's, "The Capture of Richmond" how that day before Lincoln was announced to Warren, uncovered the whole plot through a young Confederate officer by the name of Schreiner. It was a fateful day.

I wouldn't repeat the emancipation of the slaves just because of course proved terribly difficult to work out that problem. We'll keep American women...
I am writing to urge the repeal of the 19th Amendment for the wholly illegitimate reason that it is an act of protest andignon.

I can't help saying how sorry I am that you of all women should have been

endangered to a chance

excursion to your newspaper article. You know the Jews who are all trained hypnothsists

send out continuous day and night

arguments or suggestions against prostitution.

They influence those who can be touched by their trained hypnotic methods.

I know you like honesty so you won't mind my writing you - I do hope you will enjoy Lida and Holland's. Let us

meet this week to have a cup of tea with her Trust me at the

Women's Republican Club.

Sincerely,

Amelia Barley Pringle